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The linguistic characteristics of Blissymbolics make it unique in some ways, and make it similar to 
other languages in other ways. Bliss is unique in that it is a language with no phonology. Bliss is 
vocalized bilingually, with speaking people reading Bliss-words out loud as English or Swedish or 
Afrikaans or whatever. This gives the impression to some that Bliss is—or can be—a cypher for 
encoding other natural languages. But it is not. Bliss has its own grammar (just as sign languages do), 
realized as derivational morphology, as grammatical morphology, and making use of a syntax which is 
similar in some ways to the syntax of English and German, the languages Charles Bliss knew best.  
 
The derivational morphology of Bliss offers no problems from a Unicode point of view. Most Bliss-
words are either one-character singletons, or are derived agglutinatively beginning with a general 
concept (like  ANIMAL) and making it more precise by adding a specifier—like  TEETH, where 
 ANIMAL +  TEETH = ‘rodent’—and sometimes additional specifiers—like  EAR, where  
ANIMAL +  TEETH +  EAR = ‘rabbit’. Note that in English we would say “ear-tooth-animal” with 
the specifiers leading toward the root, and Bliss does the opposite.  
 
Bliss grammatical morphology is realized via “indicators”, which are (in Unicode terms) combining 
characters which occur in various classes.  
 

a) The largest class describes kinds of “actions”, and is essentially equivalent to verbal suffixes 
indicating tense and mood. A Bliss-character like  MIND means ‘to think’ when used as a 
verb, and action indicators can be used freely to express “will think” or “would have thought” 
or other things.  

b) The second class is composed of kinds of “descriptions” and is essentially equivalent to 
adjectives and adverbs. A Bliss-character like MIND means ‘mental, intellectual’ when used 
as an adjective.  

c) The third class is nominal, originally consisting simply of a plural marker, a concretizer 
known as the “thing indicator”, and a modification of that to indicate plural things. A Bliss-
character like MIND means ‘minds’ when pluralized; when the thing indicator is applied to it, 
it means ‘brain’, and with the plural thing indicator, it means ‘brains’. The thing indicator is 
not used very widely, but where it is used, it makes important distinctions (as between ‘mind’ 
and ‘brain’). 

 
Bliss does not use indicators to represent prepositions or case-endings.  
 
A set of 16 additional indicators were proposed, and accepted, after the Montréal meeting, but some of 
these are quite problematic indeed. These characters also fit into the same three classes.  



 
a) Eight of these (three participles, a marker of continuity, an imperative, and three personal 

conjugation characters) are evidently verbal in nature—though the participles may be 
considered to be adjectival, depending on what they are meant to represent.  

b) One of them distinguishes adverbs from adjectives (not otherwise done in Bliss).  
c) Seven of them modify nouns in various ways: two are case endings (accusative and genitive), 

two are grammatical gender markers (neuter and feminine, with masculine being assumed as 
a default), two indicate the definiteness or indefiniteness of a noun, and one indicates 
“diminutiveness”. 

 
The applicability of these additions to Bliss needs to be scrutinized. A particular concern is that it 
appears that some of these new indicators have been proposed not because of their semantic content, 
but because they map conveniently to the morphemes of spoken languages.  
 
The inherited derivational morphology of a spoken language expressed in prefixes and suffixes is not 
the same thing as the grammatical morphology of Bliss as expressed by its indicators. This essential 
difference between Bliss and spoken languages has to be taken into account in evaluating the Montréal 
additions. In my judgement, those additions which do not conform to the rules of Bliss grammar should 
be rescinded and withdrawn from the Authorized Vocabulary and the Authorized Character Set, 
regardless of whether anyone has used these experimental forms or not.  
 

a) Additions to the class of action indicators are not particularly problematic, in principle.  
a. It has yet to be determined whether the three participles (, , ) reflect conceptual 

differences in tense or mood, or if in fact they are description indicators rather than 
action indicators.  

b. The “continuity” indicator  invites discussion about the perfective/imperfective 
distinction made in Russian and related languages regarding the completion of action 
(“он читал книгу” ‘he read the book’ vs “он прочутал книгу” ‘he finished reading 
the book’) but this should also require further study.  

c. The imperative indicator is redundant as the exclamation mark  is already in use.  
d. The first-, second-, and third-person indicators (, , ) are problematic. Natural 

languages have first-, second-, and third-persons, but singular, dual, and plural 
numbers are common, and some languages have an obviate (distant) fourth person 
(distinguished from a proximate (near) third person. Moreover these numbered 
persons would logically have to be able to be applied alongside the tense and mood 
indicators, seriously complicating the system in terms of font support as well as 
interfering with the legibility and simplicity of Bliss.  

e. At this time I do not find any grounds for BCI to retain any of the eight additional 
action indicators in the Authorized Vocabulary, or for any of them to be proposed for 



addition to the Unicode Standard. As stated above, further study of some of these 
could be useful.  

b) The adverbial indicator  is not problematic and should be accepted for general use.  
c) The real problem amongst the Montréal indicators is the nominal class. The essential 

indicator applied to nouns and pronouns is the mark of plurality, which is found alone and 
alongside the thing indicator which serves to distinguish some nouns from others which share 
the root Bliss-character but have a more concrete meaning. The plural thing indicator is a 
single character with two elements. Having more elements would complicate the system in 
terms of font and legibility. Certainly three elements would be too many.  

a. The proposed additional indicators include two examples of case markers, but case is 
not represented morphologically in Bliss; it is represented syntactically.  

i. The accusative has been proposed  but those who have made use of it have 
only applied it to pronouns, which strongly suggests that it is intended to 
reflect derivational morphology rather than semantics (English “he ~ him”, 
Swedish “han ~ honom” show a change in morphology, but in “I see the cat” 
or “Jag ser katten” the accusative indicator is not added because the new 
indicator wasn’t proposed for semantic grounds, but rather morphological 
ones. Syntax is what identifies the accusative. Other cases exist in Indo-
European languages: dative, vocative, locative, ablative, and instrumental), 
and Finnish and its dialects have a variety of cases: nominative, accusative, 
genitive, partitive, inessive, elative, illative, adessive, ablative, allative, essive, 
excessive, translative, instructive, absessive, and comitative!  

ii. The same can be said of the genitive , which can be indicated already with a 
baseline + before or after the Bliss-word.  

b. Two grammatical gender indicators have proposed, feminine  and neuter , but 
these categories refer to grammatical gender as inherited from Proto-Indo-European, 
which has nothing do to with the semantics of Bliss. Moreover, Bantu languages could 
be said to have a variety of classes which are analogous to Indo-European 
grammatical gender: humans, plants, liquids, animals, abstractions, diminutives, 
locatives, infinitives, etc.  

c. An indicator representing “diminutiveness” has been proposed , but it seems that 
this is more a kind of metaphor, analogous to Bliss-characters like  SLANG,  
COARSE SLANG,  BLISSNAME,  METAPHOR,  POETRY, or similar 
abstractions. Whether such a character should be prefixed or suffixed is a matter for 
discussion. Possible glyphs for it might include , , , or . It is problematic 
technically to use this as an indicator because it would have to interact with plural 
marks and the thing indicator. 

d. The concepts of definiteness and indefiniteness are quite useful, and could be usefully 
applied to nouns. It would be best to consider an unmarked noun to be indefinite, and 



to add a definite indicator  and a definite plural indicator . In this case a special 
exceptional rule should be added to explain what to do with Bliss characters bearing 
the thing indicator. There are only 38 Bliss characters (out of 1165—0.03%).  

 
Indicators are the essential expression of grammatical morphology in Bliss. I recommend three new 
indicators (adverb, definite, definite plural) and one abstract character (diminutiveness). Participles 
could be studied further, as can questions of perfectiveness and continuation.  
 
The essential problem is that attempts to make Bliss act as a cypher for natural language we are in 
danger of creating dialects of Bliss, of forking Bliss. Other constructed languages have forked when 
people have decided that they could do better: Esperanto split into Ido and other versions called 
Esperantides. We’ve heard how some 26 Swedish Bliss users were asked what their preference was, 
and it was for a Bliss that was more similar to Swedish. But users are taught. Sure, a user can be taught 
that he can use a Bliss that is a lot like Swedish, and the user may think that to be very elegant. But a 
user can—and should—also be taught that he or she is lucky to be bilingual, that being bilingual in 
Swedish and Bliss is a good thing, that being able to write really good Bliss will help them to 
understand good Swedish, to communicate with users in other countries via the internet.  
 
Linguistically speaking, attempts to “modify” or “adjust” Bliss to conform to Swedish grammar are 
feasible only in part because Swedish is so similar to German and English—and to Bliss. Many other 
languages are so different that such “adjustment” is simply unfeasible. Suggestions that Bliss could or 
should be modified to suit Bantu languages, or languages as morphologically complex as Inuktitut, 
Georgian, or Kazakh are wrong-headed, will serve only to fracture Bliss irreparably. To suggest that 
there should be “one international Bliss” but that people should be free to devise local variants of Bliss 
seems disingenuous, because the implication is simply that those people have no real interest in using 
international Bliss, but are rather paying lip service to it. To be honest, in my view, this endangers Bliss 
as a worldwide AAC solution.  
 
BCI should recognize that local communities do have issues about how to appropriately respond to 
issues arising with regard to teaching local languages to Bliss users. BCI should provide clear guidance 
as to how such issues could be addressed. Some current solutions which involve additional indicators 
are technically problematic and will not be feasible in the Unicode environment. BCI should offer 
alternative solutions which are compatible with the future of Bliss. And a Unicode encoding is the 
future or Bliss.  


